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1. K3|pebblestone
10912 Warehouse receipt with incorrect quantities
When a warehouse receipt is created from receipt worskheet for a purchase order that
already has been partially received, the warehouse receipt is created with incorrect
quantities. This has been correcteded.
10918 Renaming an item in combination with recommended retail price
It was not possible to rename an item when a recommended retail price was assigned. This
has been corrected.
10976 Error when creating purchase lines by configuration package
When using the configuration package to import purchase line there was an error that the
purchase line already exists. The has been corrected.
10950 Copy item should not copy item picture set ID
When the copy picture is set to yes in the Copy Item functionality, the set ID of the media set
is copied. Because of this when the pictures in the ‘original’ set (remove or add) is changed,
these changes will be the same for all the items with the same set ID.
Within K3|pebblestone the following changes have be made; all the pictures in the set are
copied one by one, which creates a new set ID in the target item. This is a temporary
solutions untill standard Business Central fix it.
11009 Physical Inventory Journal
The matrix for physical inventory journal currently does not allow to enter quantities in the
field for variants that have zero quantity. In this release the entry of zero quantity has been
made available.
11011 Previous season filter on item list can’t be deleted
When showing filters on the item list the previous season filter in totals is shown and can’t be
removed. We try to place this filter to the background so the user will not see this anymore.
Standard Business Central is not allow us to do so. The issue is raised with Microsoft.
Please make sure that the users are using the following filter option: Filter list by
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11052 Item worksheet: don’t overwrite decimal fields when left empty
When decimal field in the item card is filled with a value, then this value is not overwritten
when the value = 0 in the item worksheet.

2. K3|pebblestone manufacturing
10829 Planning worksheet combines sales orders to 1 production order
Items with the reordering policy "order" should generate a production order for each
separate sales order. But it generateded 1 production order. This has been corrected and
now for every sales order a production order is generateded.
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